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The authors, noting the increased influence of technology on society
in the modern age and the preference of young generation electronic information resources, instead of reading books, justify the need for the modern
teacher ownership of new information and computer technologies of training.
According to the authors, the coexistence of traditional teaching methods and
modern information technologies, and the use of computer can help teachers
in solving complex problems of teaching in the information age. Referring to
recent studies carried out in Azerbaijan, the authors prove that the attitude
towards education in the country has changed in schools and in the education
system as a whole: the teaching and learning process is now closely linked to
technologization of the modern education system. In this regard, the authors
reveal the essence of the concept “information culture” in the context of modern developments of the Azerbaijani researchers. The following section discusses the process of using ICT in lessons at school. For example, is working
with the educational blog on biology, created in Facebook in Azeri language.
The blog functioned primarily as an online diary, and later transformed into
the site helped the teachers in Information-rich lesson, and students in receiving the latest scientific information on the subject.
Key words: information culture, ICT, education, the Internet, information society, school, computer, pupil, social network, teacher.
Aвтор қaзіргі дәуірдегі қоғaмдa технологиялaр әсерінің көбеюін
aтaп көр
се
те оты
рып, жaс ұрпaқтың кітaп оқығaннaн гө
рі элект
рон
ды aқпaрaттaрды пaйдaлaну
ды қaлaйтынын aйт
aды жә
не бү
гін
гі
мұғaлімдердің оқытудың жaңa aқпaрaттық компьютерлік техноло
гиялaрды меңгеруі қaжеттігін негіздейді. Aқпaрaттық дәуірдегі дәс
түрлі оқыту әдістерінің және қaзіргі aқпaрaттық технологиялaрдың бір
лігі, сол сияқты компьютерді пaйдaлaну мұғaлімдерге қиын есептерді
шығaруғa көмегін тигізеді. Aвторлaр Әзербaйжaндaғы соңғы зерттеу
лерге сүйене отырып, тәрбиеге деген көзқaрaстың: елде, мектепте және
білім беру жүйелерінде тұтaстaй өзгергенін және оқыту мен оқыту үдері
сінің қaзіргі білім беру жүйесінің технологиялaнуымен тығыз бaйлaныс
ты екендігін дәлелдейді. Осығaн орaй aвторлaр „aқпaрaттық мәдениет”
ұғымының мәнін қaзіргі әзербaйжaн зерттеушілерінің дәйектемеле
рінің контексінде aшып көрсетеді. Одaн кейін мектептегі сaбaқтaрдa
AКТ-ны қолдaну үдерісі турaлы қaрaстырылaды. Әзербaйжaн тіліндегі
Facebook-тa құрaстырылғaн биология пәнінің білімдендіру блогының
жұмысы мысaлғa aлынaды. Блок негізінен онлaйн-күнделік ретінде жұ
мыс жaсaйды, содaн соң сaйтқa aлмaсқaн түрде мұғaлімге aқпaрaтқa
толы сaбaқтaрды ұйымдaстыруғa, aл оқушылaрғa пән бойыншa соңғы
ғылыми мәліметтерді жинaқтaуғa көмектеседі.
Түйін сөздер: aқпaрaттық мәдениет, AКТ, ғaлaмтор, aқпaрaттық
қоғaм, мектеп, компьютер, тәрбиеленуші, әлеуметтік желі, мұғaлім.
Aвтор, отмечaя увеличение влияния технологий нa общество в сов
ременную эпоху и предпочтение молодым поколением электронных
информaционных ресурсов вместо чтения книг, обосновывaет необхо
димость влaдения современным учителем новыми информaционно-ком
пьютерными технологиями обучения. Единство трaдиционных методов
обучения и современных информaционных технологий, a тaкже исполь
зовaние компьютерa может помочь учителям в решении сложных зaдaч
преподaвaния в информaционную эпоху. Ссылaясь нa последние иссле
довaния, проведенные в Aзербaйджaне, aвторы докaзывaют, что отно
шение к воспитaнию в стрaне изменилось в школaх и в системе обрaзовa
ния в целом: преподaвaние и процесс обучения сейчaс тесно связaны
с технологизaцией современной системы обрaзовaния. В связи с этим
aвторы рaскрывaют сущность понятия «информaционнaя культурa» в кон
тексте современных нaрaботок aзербaйджaнских исследовaтелей. Дaлее
рaссмaтривaется процесс применения ИКТ нa урокaх в школе. К примеру,
приводится рaботa с обрaзовaтельным блогом по биологии, создaнном в
Facebook нa aзербaйджaнском языке. Блог функционировaл в основном
кaк онлaйн-дневник, a позднее преобрaзовaнный в сaйтпомогaл учите
лям в оргaнизaции информaционно-нaсыщенного зaнятия, a ученикaм – в
получении последних нaучных сведений по предмету.
Ключевые словa: ин
формaционнaя куль
турa, ИКТ, обрaзовa
ние, Интернет, информaционное общество, школa, компьютер, вос
питaнник, социaльнaя сеть, учитель.
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Introduction
We observe a day-by-day increase of the impact of technology
on the society in the modern age. This impact is mainly seen
in the youngest members of our society: children, pupils and
students. Today pupils prefer electronic information resources to
libraries and reading books. Of course, the surroundings cause the
emergence of this wish. The exceeding flow of new information at
any movement, as well as advertisements, use of modern computer
technologies in TV, constantly renewing computer games, the
latest computer models, new electronic equipment, iPads, tablets,
electronic games, etc. have a great impact on the upbringing and
education of young generation, their behaviours and perceptions
of the environment. Of course, activities of pupils, who live
in such conditions, change practically. Our toys that we used,
games that we played, fairy tale characters whom we loved in
our childhood have disappeared. The nature of games, favourite
heroes and hobbies of the modern young generation also change.
Children obtained any information from various sources, such
as textbooks, belles-lettres, teachers’ lectures, their own lesson
notes, etc. in past time; but now they use external sources of
information. It must be said that a modern teacher should apply
quite new methods in the education process in accordance with
the current conditions.
Brains of modern children are adjusted to more easily receiving
and perceiving new information from various media agencies,
especially from entertaining TV programmes. In this case, children
should be taught to select the necessary information in an age of
information abundance, receive and use it effectively in their
practical life activities. Therefore, the process of education should
be built in such a way that pupils can be active, participate in lesson
willingly and interestedly, and see the results of their work and
assess them.
The unity of traditional teaching techniques and modern
information technologies, as well as usage of computer can help
teachers in solving such difficult tasks. The usage of computer
allows teachers to make the teaching and learning process more
interesting and diverse.
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Feasibility of ICT in education
In past time, the most widely used tools in
traditional education, such as TV, video, books,
calculator, etc., made the lessons more interesting and
had a positive effect on children’s mastering the topics
more easily. However the latest technology brought
tools, which can make the lessons more interesting,
into our classrooms. This tool is information and
communication technology (ICT). The use of ICT in
education stimulates its development. Modern pupils
cannot imagine their lessons, classrooms and ways of
perceiving the environment without the Internet. On
the other hand, the process of education built through
ICT is also very attractive for teachers. Teachers can
understand pupils and involve them in new researches
by using ICT. They even can assess pupils’ knowledge
and skills more quickly and qualitatively. Teachers
search for newer methods and forms that differ from
the traditional ones by using ICT in the process of
education. It allows teachers to be more creative and
reveal their research skills.
Azerbaijan Republic has become the developed
and leader state of the region as a result of her
increasing power. The increase of integration in the
globalizing world occurs in parallel with the process
of mastering modern information and communication
technologies. The results of the increasing use of ICT
in all spheres of our country, such as education, health,
economy, and governance, have been being seen in
recent years. The President of Azerbaijan Republic
Mr. Ilham Aliyev announced 2013 the Year of ICT
in order to increase the effectiveness of a variety of
projects being implemented in this field. Thorough
approach of our president to this issue demonstrates
that ICT plays a very important role in all areas of
our society. Preparation of pupils and any person in
accordance with the conditions of the information
society should be one of the main priorities. First
of all, we should achieve formation of information
culture of teachers and intellectual people in order to
achieve good results in this process. «By information
culture, we mean person’s obtaining, processing and
using necessary information in order to achieve the
set goal for solving important issues during their
lives or careers. As a computer is a very powerful
and convenient tool for performing information
processes, a person can perform a variety of necessary
operations using it. From this point of view, working
at a computer, having knowledge of computer
software and hardware, as well as being able to use
other information technologies are the main features
that characterize a person’s information culture» [1].
A modern teacher should be able to work at computer
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and be aware of its software and hardware that are
updated daily. A teacher who has competencies in
this field can come before today’s pupils. A modern
teacher should be able to come before modern pupils
with the modern technology and his/her subject using
modern methods.
We often use the concept of «the use/usage of
ICT.» But what does ICT mean?
«ICT is a collection of methods, production
processes, technical and programming tools that ensure
collecting, processing and storing of information and
combine it in the technological cycle in order to reduce
hardships in the use of information resources and
increase their safety and operativeness» [2]. Teachers
can implement methods that they use constantly for
collecting, processing and storing of information
faster only by using a computer. Therefore, we can call
this technology instructional computer technology,
too. By the instructional computer technology, we
mean the process of preparation and transmission of
information specifically by a computer. In short, a
computer is a tool. Nevertheless, an innovation is that
everybody can upload and transmit any information
through ICT. That is to say, citizens who study or
give education are also able to upload and spread
information. Let us imagine 5 pupils in each class
of any school upload new information and 20 of 100
teachers of the same school publish their sample
lessons, reviews, outcomes, tests, etc. in various
social networks in a day. It is apparent that this
process will lead to the improvement of the Internet
with new information. Nevertheless, we should take
into account that the accuracy of this information is
unknown. Maybe the information is true or maybe
it is wrong. The quality of information cannot be
controlled as its amount is very large. In this case,
information abundance occurs and consequently, an
information society emerges. It is a society in which a
great part of the population is engaged in producing,
storing, processing and transmitting information,
especially knowledge, the highest form of the
information, using modern information technologies
[3]. Profound information culture of the younger
generation should be formed in order to get access to
true information in the information society. First of
all, information culture of schoolchildren is shaped
by the impact of their families and then educational
institutions and their own surroundings.
The essence of information culture of the
person
As it is stated in the article «Information Culture:
its Essence, Problems of Formation and Ways of
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Solution» by R. Aliguliyev and R. Mahmudova,
information culture is not a product of the computer
age. Information culture has accompanied mankind
since its emergence. The structure of a person’s
information culture was very simple as information
tools were very simple in the early periods of the
human history [4].
The additional information sources of pupils
were only teachers at secondary schools until 1990.
However, development-oriented changes show
that one can find more additional information on
the Internet. It is also stated in the article that wellinformed people evoke curiosity among other people.
Various people gathered around well-informed people
in order to get new information and to learn something
new. In past time, people who live in conditions of
scarce information resources, especially in villages,
far from scientific and cultural locations gathered
together and listened to tales and legends. Afterwards,
book publishing reduced information scarcity to some
extent; but as there were few resources of information
people read books that they got over and over again
because of hunger for information. The growth rate
of the volume of information and the process of
updating information were very slow; therefore, it
was not so difficult to work with information [5]. At
last, the emergence of the Internet, owing to a wide
range of opportunities of ICT, facilitated instant
access to information. It was very convenient for all
learners. Now we can meet all learners in the Internet
and social networks. We can meet schoolchildren as
well as teachers on the Internet. «The emergence of
the information society opens wider opportunities for
securing the human rights; because the main goal of
the information society is to satisfy people’s demand
for information at any time, regardless of their age,
sex, race, physical capabilities, social status, and to
create tools for conveying their thoughts without any
obstacles. Freedom of conviction and expression,
freedom of dissemination of information are carried
out through blogs, i.e. online diaries that are actual
today [6].
There is a reality that each pupil can access
the Internet like other ICT users. They can get
information they need in the virtual world and even
upload information on the Internet themselves.
Pupils also have their rights in this field like every
other citizen. «Everyone has the right to education
and these opportunities should be convenient for
everyone. Education should be directed to the
development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and
freedoms. The traditional education system of the
industrial society is being replaced by innovative
ISSN 1563-0293

education, individualized and uninterrupted
education programs and distance education which
eliminate limitations on time and place» [7].
Studies show that only a person, who has highlevel information culture, can be headed in the right
direction in an age of information abundance and be
secured from a variety of negative cases. First of all,
informative activities should be carried out in order
to lead schoolchildren in the right direction. These
activities should firstly be carried out in families.
Schools also should not deny their assistance; they
have great responsibilities. All teachers should teach
rules for Internet usage to their pupils, regardless
of subjects they teach. A teacher should exactly
know the rules for using the Internet, selecting and
disseminating the accurate information, etc. Of
course, it very much depends on teacher’s creative
potentials and skill of selecting the right information.
«As long as the teacher’s personality is a
significant factor of the upbringing, his/her emotional
attitudes and reactions are also of great importance
during the upbringing of children in the teaching
and learning process. A teacher should be a model
with his/her attitude, facial expression, speech,
honesty; expressing his/her objection, indifference,
carefulness, punishment, and defending a child who
is against injustice. All these features foster pupils’
emotional attitudes about education and improve
the quality of teaching and learning process» [8].
Taking into account the latest innovations, a new
term related to modern period should be added to
the opinion stated above: the phrase «information
culture». In other words, a teacher should have
computer skills and proper behaviour on the Internet
along with the qualities mentioned above. Let us
give an example… There are many teachers among
users of Facebook, one of the most popular social
networks. Sometimes, teachers are not registered
with their real names and surnames and name
their Facebook profiles with weird names like «A
White Flower», «A Sad Lady», «A Teacher», «A
Yellow Leaf», «Girl from Baku», «Disloyal», etc.
How can a teacher, who is registered with such
names, talk his/her pupils about rules for Internet
usage? After all, a teacher should always be a good
role model in society. When pupils see that their
teachers are registered with fake names, they also
use weird names in social networks. In this case,
nobody knows each other in social networks and the
communication becomes unclear. A teacher should
be registered with his/her real name and be a model
for pupils through this deed.
«A person simultaneously receives, maintains,
processes and transmits information while working
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with it. Nevertheless, some people cannot perform all
of these functions because of various reasons. That is
to say, norms of information culture can be violated
because of psychological factors, defects in the organs
of sense, as well as unfulfillment of the demands
connected with characteristics of information» [9].
Generally, recent studies conducted in Azerbaijan
show that attitudes towards upbringing have
changed in schools and in the education system, on
the whole. Now teaching and learning process plays
a crucial role in the education system and upbringing
acts as an element of teaching and learning process.
Therefore, teaching and learning process is closely
connected with its technologization in the modern
education system. The technologized teaching
and learning process opens wide opportunities for
ensuring its quality and developing a personality with
predetermined characteristics» [10]. Meanwhile, we
have already been using one of such technologies
in the process of education. This teaching-learning
technique is called computer based education which
is mainly fulfilled through a computer.
A teacher, who teaches today’s pupils methods
of transmitting information and getting new
information, is considered to be creative and
professional. The amount of information is abundant
and there are different ways of its presentation.
«Information must be presented in a specific form. If
it is not possible, at least an interest for information
should be evoked. Therefore, first of all, a teacher
must convey to his/her learners where, when and
why the information can be needed. B. Stewart,
the famous English philosopher, said: « Do not
read what you do not want to remember and do not
what you will not use. If the material is difficult and
uninteresting, but it is necessary to learn it, it is more
efficient to modify its content» [11]. In this case, a
teacher can use a computer and different interesting
programs suitable for teaching and transform
materials into forms which can be learnt by pupils;
for example: by making a video, using interesting
illustrations or photos on the Internet, citing to
websites appropriate for the topic, involving pupils
in researches, etc.
The use of ICT in lessons at school
While using ICT, a teacher should not forget
that he/she conducts a lesson. So a teacher should
make a lesson plan conforming to the main didactic
principles of the syllabus; differential approach,
scientific and systematic character and coherence in
order to achieve his/her goal. In this case, computers
do not replace teachers; they just complement their
100

activity. Teachers’ using ICT during lessons evoke
admiration of pupils. Modern pupils and students
show interest towards lessons of teachers with such
competencies and attend their lessons willingly.
The essential features of a lesson, in which ICT
is applied, are the following:
adapting a lesson to individual characteristics of
each pupil (student);
options for making changes during lessons at
any time, i.e. availability of handling lessons;
a constant dialogue between teachers and
pupils, and ensuring interactivity of lesson owing to
computer technology;
optimal conformity between individual and
group activities of pupils in the lesson;
a teacher’s control over pupils when they work
at computer;
getting much and useful information more
quickly during a lesson by economizing on time.
A teacher can use a computer in different stages
of a lesson: introduction; motivation; research;
determining the result and outcome; assessment;
and revision. In other words, a teacher can give
useful information, show images or videos, solve
tests, make notes of results during the lesson and
assess pupils at any stage of a lesson.
We can mention several functions of a computer
in the process of education:
to help teachers and pupils:
as an educational and informational resource;
as a visual aid;
as «an instructor» or «a trainer»;
a function of diagnostic testing tool.
As a working tool:
for preparing texts and storing them in its own
memory;
as a graphic editor;
a tool for preparing presentations;
a function of calculating machine with a wide
variety of options.
A teacher should be able to use a computer
as a teaching aid while preparing and conducting
a lesson. First of all, each teacher should know
whether there are Internet resources covering topics
of the subject that he/she teaches. A teacher should
attempt to have resources for each topic at his/her
disposal and prepare texts, tables, questionnaires,
tests, create images and videos, etc. corresponding
with the personal interests of each pupil in a class.
Of course, it requires a teacher to put much effort.
However, electronic resources, which are prepared
daily, will become a great collection at the teacher’s
disposal after a while. A teacher will have many
electronic resources in his/her folder.
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For example, an educational biology website in
the Azerbaijani language [12] was founded in order
to increase schoolchildren’s interest in biology. The
blog functioned primarily as an online diary; and
later it was transformed into a website for everyone,
as its content was improved. You can get acquainted
with biology syllabuses for secondary education;
biology curriculum; textbooks; methodical aids
and additional materials; videos; and information
about famous biologists of the world and Azerbaijan
on this website. Now the website contains nearly
1,000 interesting news on biology. A group of the
website has been created in Facebook in order

to introduce it to the broader public, to expand
informative activities [13]. More than 1,000 pupils,
students and teachers interested in biology joined
this website. Interesting contests are conducted by
using sharings, discussions, virtual multiple choice
tests and tests without answers on this website. It
leads to the creation of a new communication/
contact tool, in which modern pupils and teachers
come together, and emergence of advantages of this
communication/contact.
Thus, our studies show that ICT can help everyone
in our changing world, as well as it plays an important
role in creating an efficient education process.
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